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Agenda
• My Story – How I Came to This Work
• The Journey from Victim to Survivor to Thriver
• Needs of Victims/Survivors in COVID-19 Times
• Finding Opportunity for Hope, Healing

and Empowerment beyond Abuse

Today is a Roundtable Discussion 
Register for Tues. Sept. 15 Full-Day Training

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Contact: Susan@ThriverZone.com
Coupon Code is “Summer2020” for 20%

off on order of books on www.ThriverZone.com
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a.   Are you a Survivor? Advocate? Practitioner?

b.   What roles do you play with survivors? 

LET’S DO POLL #1...
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I am Susan M. Omilian JD
• Attorney, Litigator, Victim Advocate, Public Policymaker 
• Trauma Survivor, Homicide Survivor
• Author, Publisher, Motivational Speaker, Trainer



1 a. I AM A . . . 

 Survivor

 Community Victim Advocate

 Victim Witness

 Staff in a Domestic Violence/Sexual Assault Crisis 
Intervention Program

 Advocate on a College Campus

 Therapist/Counsellor

 Other

DISCUSSION #1  -- Who are we?

Post in the Chat Room
OR Raise Your Hand, 

You will be unmuted to speak. 



1 b. What Role to You Play with Victims/Survivors?

 Victim/Court Advocate

 Crisis Intervention Therapist or Counsellor

 Post-Trauma Therapist or Counsellor

 Shelter Provider

 Support Group Facilitator

 Help with Economic Needs

 Help with Job Search

 Other
Post in the Chat Room
OR Raise Your Hand, 

You will be unmuted to speak. 

DISCUSSION #1  -- What Role Do You Play?



Remembering Maggie



Thriver: Moving On After Abuse

Full Video is available at www.ThriverZone.com 
and on www.YouTube.com @ThriverZone.

Video

Living Well 
is the Best 
Revenge!



My Model
• A Motivational Model, Not a Clinical One
• But the Model Does Focus on 

– Change in Attitude, Ability to See Future Vision
Cognitive behavioral therapy:  Develop personal coping 
strategies to target solving problems. Change patterns in 
thoughts, beliefs and attitudes as well as behaviors and 
emotional regulation.

– Progress through Five Stages of Change 
Precontemplation (Not Ready) 
Contemplation (Getting Ready) 
Preparation (Ready); Action and Maintenance

– Embrace Goal Setting with Positive Energy
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Time-Bound
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The Population
• Women Primarily also Male Offenders/Trauma Survivors   

• Working in Post-Trauma Period
– Referrals from Crisis Intervention Programs

e.g. Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault 
– Victims of Multiple Traumas / PTSD / Complex PTSD

Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault, Child Abuse
Physical Abuse, Verbal Abuse, Emotional Abuse
Financial Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Stalking, Legal Harassment 

– Low Self-Esteem, Lack of Confidence
– May Feel More Physically Safe Now 

but Fear of Rejection, Abandonment, Loss, Failure, Success
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My Focus
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Outcomes
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There is a Journey

Beyond being a victim or even a survivor.

It is the spiritual journey to becoming a "thriver,"

…a healthy happy person with a brilliant, 
productive future.
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Thriving Beyond Trauma

“The core experiences of trauma are 
disempowerment and disconnection with 
others and recovery therefore is based on 
the empowerment of the survivor and the 

creation of new connections.”

— DR. JUDITH HERMAN (1992)
from her book, Trauma and Recovery
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Journey to Thriver

Struggle  > Transformation  > Happy Ending

Abuse   > Magic   > Hope, Healing & 
Empowerment
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My Program
Women attend two-day in-person workshop

My Avenging Angel WorkshopsTM

STABILIZE
THEIR LIVES:
Emotionally,

Socially,
Financially 
in a Safe 

Community 

Weekend RetreatsMonthly Follow-Up 
Sessions

TIME TO 
CONNECT

Relax & 
Re-Energize

GET NEW FOCUS
Not Asked to Share 
their Victim Story 

THEY COME TO
Get Positive Energy 
See Vision for Future

Overcome Fears
Set new Goals 

. . . SINCE MARCH. all on-line 
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Susan's Purpose

"I am a woman of power whose mission in life is 
to be a catalyst for change for victims of violence 

against women. Today I celebrate my life
by building a community of strong, independent,
productive women who have survived abuse and 

are thriving in well-being, love and joy."
— SUSAN M. OMILIAN



From Victim to Survivor
Leave the Abuse & Ensure Safety 

Prosecute Offender

From Survivor to Thriver
Identify Impacts of Abuse on Victim

Reclaim Life Goals/ Desires
Have Peace, Freedom & Safety in Home

Break the Cycle of Violence
© Susan M. Omilian 2020
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ARTICLE   August 10, 2020 
Ensuring Domestic Violence Survivors’ Safety

The Need for Enhanced Structural Supports During 
and After the Coronovirus Pandemic

“The current crisis of domestic violence shines a spotlight on 
the overriding inadequacies of the very systems intended to 
support survivors and to prevent or mitigate domestic violence 
itself.”

Much of the progress made to address the needs of domestic 
violence survivors over past 25 years has focused on building 
network of national, state and local programs and services…”. 

However, these programs are “just one component of a much-
needed broader continuum of care and safety that prioritizes 
the needs of survivors.” More 



This continuum of care must consider “the differing experiences of 
survivors across the communities and building solutions that are 
culturally competent.”  

“The interventions needed to create a robust infrastructure of 
support must center the experiences of survivors throughout the 
healing process. This new infrastructure must feature interventions 
that minimize economic barriers to services and overall economic 
cost on survivors.”  

“An infrastructure that is understood to respond only after an 
incident has occurred, rather than one focused on building a 
reliable care and safety network, is an infrastructure that fails 
survivors.” 

www.americanprogress.org/issues/women/reports/2020/08/10/48
9068/ensuring-domestic-violence-survivors-safety/

http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/women/reports/2020/08/10/489068/ensuring-domestic-violence-survivors-safety/


a. How has COVID-19 impacted the 
population you serve?

b. What obstacles keep survivors from 
accessing resources and supports?

© Susan M. Omilian 2020
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DISCUSSION  #2  What Impacts?

a. In what way has COVID-19 impacted 
the population you serve?

b. What obstacles do you think keep 
victims/survivors from accessing 
resources and support to address 

these impacts in their lives?

Post in the Chat Room
OR Raise Your Hand. 

You will be unmuted to speak. 
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2 a. In what ways has COVID-19 impacted population you serve?

 Concern for Physical Safety/Security

 Lack of Housing, Unable to Pay Rent or Mortgage

 Additional Stress, Anxiety, Social Isolation

 Economic Strain/Loss of income (e.g. layoff from job, 
unemployment ran out)

 Physical health impacts including the COVID-19 virus itself

 Mental health impact including depression, trauma triggers

 Limited Access to Food, Transportation 

 Lack of child care, home schooling, education for children

 Other 

DISCUSSION #1  -- What Impacts?
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2 b. What obstacles do you think keep victim/survivors 
from accessing appropriate resources and the right level of 
support?

 Unawareness of available resources

 Unable to navigate barriers to getting help (i.e. 
bureaucracy, on-line applications)

 Lack of access to Internet, computers, social media 

 Don’t ask for help

 Don’t believe that they deserve the help

 Fear of rejection, loss, abandonment

 Feeling overwhelmed, helpless, without hope

 Other

DISCUSSION #2  -- What Obstacles?
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www.freefrom.org/news
for copy of this report &

to register for 9/17 webinar.

NEW REPORT 
– Released August 2020

How to Disrupt Intimate 
Partner Violence During 
COVID-19 and Beyond

Survey of 800+ Survivors 
as to financial impact of 
virus on their lives, safety

VISIT

http://www.freefrom.org/news






Journey to Thriving
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Entering the Thriver Zone
Outcomes Achieved – Pre-COVID-19

• More positive attitude and outlook on life.
• Less focus on past events/abuse in lives.
• Personal growth, renewed faith in 

themselves, their abilities.
• Less fear of change, more risk-taking with 

clear steps to achieve their goals.
• A non-judgmental, supportive community 

“holding space” for them as survivors.



7 Steps to Thriving

— SUSAN M. OMILIAN

“Surviving is important, but thriving is elegant.”
— MAYA ANGELOU

Reconnecting to a part of you untouched. . . 
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Staying in the Thriver Zone 



Thriving in COVID-19 Times
PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

Since March -- Programs On-Line using ZOOM
* Monthly Follow-up Session – 1 ½ hours
* Annual Retreat – Three-hour split a.m. & p.m.

Strengths:  Maintain a Connection. Model Finding    
Opportunity. Learn New Skills. Use Music, Dancing,
Meditation, Arts/Crafts, Breakout Rooms, Videos.

Obstacles:  Lack of Technical Skills for ZOOM; Access 
to computers & Internet, Trauma Triggers with ZOOM.

*  Two-Day Workshop – Second day was on-line. 
Strengths: Built on 1st day in-person connection. 
Obstacles: How to make personal connection 1st day  

with on-line session, doing arts/crafts project 



EXERCISE

Show Taylor Swift Miss Americana 
trailer  video. See her Journey!  

BREAK OUT ROOMS – Discussion Questions

• Where did she start?    

• What did she want to accomplish?

• What were her fears?

• How did she overcome them?

• What did she win?

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Arts and Crafts Project at May Retreat

All materials in the home, simple instructions!
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Thriving in COVID-19 Times
PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS

• ADD MORE “NAVIGATOR” SESSIONS
for Job Search, Finances, Small Business Issues, 
Keeping Positive, Tutoring on how to use ZOOM

• USE of FACEBOOK “Secret/Private” Group
Easy way to stay connected, share quotes, 

inspirational stories, share self-care tips. 

• SHARING THRIVER SUCCESS STORIES 
Role Models to Find Opportunity in COVID-19 Times

Show Stamina, Resiliency – Ability to Bounce Back
How did you do it?  If you can do it, I can do it too!



Thriving in COVID-19 Times

USING of ON-LINE Polls/Evaluations for INPUT



Living in the Thriver Zone
Living Well is the Best Revenge

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Staying in the Thriver Zone
Longer Term – Stabilize Lives

• Women who “thrive” are less likely to return to 
an abusive relationship and/or suffer the long-
term physical and psychological consequences 
of the abuse they have experienced.

• Re-build self-esteem, stabilize their lives 
emotionally, financially & socially. 
– Become more positive, connected and optimistic
– Explore job search, housing, education, credit
– Embraced by a community of women moving forward



Long-Term Goals Achieved
Women have reported that they have: 
• returned to school to get advanced degrees, 
• got new or better jobs at higher pay or that 

more closely match to their skills and talents, 
• started their own businesses, 
• resumed singing, return to their art,  
• become first-time homeowners, and
• found new, healthy, loving relationships.

Living in the Thriver Zone

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



a. In what ways can we help survivors? 

b. What obstacles inhibit you or your program   
from addressing COVID-19 impacts on survivors?

© Susan M. Omilian 2020
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BREAK OUT ROOM
DISCUSSION  #2

• What obstacles inhibit you or your 
program from addressing COVID-
19 impacts on survivors?

• Any new ideas/thoughts about 
how to overcome those obstacles 
from today’s discussion?

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



POLL QUESTION #3  (multiple answers allowed)

a. In what ways can we help survivors at this point?

 Build a stronger community bond with other survivors

 More confidence, build their self-esteem

 Help them to navigate resources 

 Give them more/better self-care tools

 Increased their resiliency (i.e. ability to bounce back)

 Develop a more interdisciplinary effort to help survivors

 Other

Post in the Chat Room
OR Raise Your Hand.

You will be unmuted to speak. 
© Susan M. Omilian 2020



b. What obstacles inhibit you or your program from 
addressing COVID-19 impacts for survivors?

 Lack of funding for new resources, services including 
more staff

 More training for the staff on how to work with 
survivors with these needs

 Better understanding of the impacts, problems 
created by them

 Being overwhelmed by scope of needs 

 More access to resources available in the community

 Other Post in the Chat Room
OR Raise Your Hand. 

You will be unmuted to speak. 
© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Outcomes to Achieve
Living in the Thriver Zone

A Celebration of Living Well as the Best Revenge!



Living in the Thriver Zone

Being Positive, Finding Joy 
Women who stay positive, tame their Inner Critic and 
move beyond their “survivor” life to find ~  
– something more rewarding, more authentic, and 

definitely more satisfying. – LORA
– I wake up in the morning, feeling happy and grateful 

for everything I have. Being positive is just my way of 
being. I am safe, secure, whole and complete just
as I am. - ADRIENNE

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Outcomes to Achieve
Living Well as the Best Revenge

• To me, living well means not hanging on to any 
of my bitterness. –TENNILLE

• Now I’m focused on how I am living and what I 
want out of life. I can decide what kind of person 
I want to be, what I want to do and what kind of 
relationships I want to have. – PAMELA

• I’m doing things that I thought I’d never be able 
to do or that I couldn’t do. – TAWANDA

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



New Research on Thriving
A Qualitative Exploration of ‘Thrivership’ among 
women who have experienced domestic violence

and abuse: Development of new model.
Heywood et.al. BMC Women’s Health (2019) 19:106

Results: The process of ‘thrivership’ – moving from surviving to 
thriving after domestic violence – is a fluid, non-linear journey of self 
discovery featuring three ‘stages’ of victim to survivor to thriver. 

Thriving is characterized by a positive outlook and looking to
the future, improved health and well-being, a reclamation 

of the self and a new social network.
Conclusions: The study’s findings provide a new view of thriving 
post-abuse by women who have lived through it. The proposed 
Thrivership Model has been developed to illustrate what is required 
from domestic violence services and public health practitioners for the 
thrivership process to take place so that more women may be 
supported towards thriving after abuse. 



Outcomes Achieved
Entering the Thriver Zone

Short-Term Shift in Attitude
• Change in attitude about abuse and 

ability to transform their lives.
• Build on life-saving work of domestic 

violence and sexual assault crisis centers.  

Measured by PRE & POST surveys
Do they “always, sometimes, 

or never” feel this way?
© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Outcomes Achieved
Entering the Thriver Zone

• In response, the surveys have shown that 
between 38 to 51% of the participants have 
registered a shift in the attitudes about 
themselves, the abuse in their lives and in their 
futures after completing the workshop.

• A striking change (51% of participants) in belief 
that taking time for themselves is not a selfish 
thing to do and a noticeable change (38%) in 
that they have finally found a group of women 
who have been abused and want to move on. 

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Thriving as ‘Prevention’…
Journey to thriving after abuse helps women to
• rebuild their self-esteem.
• uncover their hidden talents. 
• set new goals to awaken their creative potential.
• create a new, non-violent future by stabilizing their

lives emotionally, socially and financially.

Women who reclaim their lives in this way 
are less likely to return to an abusive 

relationship or suffer the long-term physical and 
psychological consequences of the abuse

they have experienced.

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Using the Materials
TESTIMONIALS

• “As a social worker and therapist who works with women with 
depression and trauma histories that frequently include domestic 
violence, I have found Susan’s work to be an invaluable resource.

• I especially like the exercises Susan has developed that bolsters the 
hopes and dreams of my clients and help them realize that they can 
succeed if they know what they value and care about. 

• This book gives them great hope for the future and connects them 
with Susan and her story in a very personal way.”

— Kathy G. Novak, MSW, LCSW

• “Susan is a talented, gifted and committed healer with a heartfelt 
message that enables those who have suffered to dare to hope 
again. Her book is not only timely, but timeless as well.”
— Anita Swanson, RN, author, Slow Hope, Long Journey Home

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



Using the Materials
TESTIMONIALS

• ““Susan’s work is impressive. I use her books in my practice, helping 
abuse survivors, young or old, move beyond survivor to thriver. Her 
materials can help all who have suffered trauma. I love how Susan’s 
books incorporate a journey to healing without having my clients 
relive the trauma itself.” 

—Diana Barnes-Fox, MA, AMFT, ALPCC

• “Since the murder of her niece Maggie, Susan has been an agent of 
positive change for victims and offenders alike, strengthening those 
hurt and converting those who harm. Words can hurt but also 
transform, and Susan’s work in the Thriver Zone shows you how.”

—Charlene Smith, a South African multi-award-winning 
journalist, an authorized biographer of Nelson Mandela, 
author of Proud of Me: Speaking Out Against Sexual 
Violence and HIV

© Susan M. Omilian 2020



What is a "Thriver"
A "thriver" is a happy, self-confident and

productive individual who believes she has a
prosperous life ahead of her. She is primed to

follow her dreams, go back to school, find a new
job, start her own business or write her story.

She believes in herself and in her future so much
that she will not return to an abusive relationship.

She speaks knowledgeably and confidently
about her experiences and is not

stuck in her anger or need for revenge.



What is a "Thriver?"
Living well is her best revenge and with her eye

on the higher social good, she is a fierce advocate
in her community and in the broader political

arena for realistic, workable solutions to eliminate
and prevent violence against women.

She has found a network of women who
understand and share her desire to move

forward after abuse.

— SUSAN M. OMILIAN, FROM THE THRIVER WORKBOOK



Susan M. Omilian - Author, Speaker
Workbooks Novels

Originator & Facilitator - My Avenging Angel Workshops™
WEBSITE:  www.ThriverZone.com
EMAIL: Susan@ThriverZone.com
VIDEO: YouTube.com/susanom1

FACEBOOK - www.facebook.com/thriverzone
TWITTER - @thriverzone



COMING 
SOON!!
A Guide for 
Using with 
Exercises 
and Work
Sheets in 
Susan’s 

Non-fiction 
Books in The 
Thriver Zone 

SeriesTM





20% Off Books with COUPON CODE “Summer2020”
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